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CFI IF “Building a Future 

for Canadian Neutron Scattering”

Vision :
Optimally exploit MNR for 

neutron diffraction programs over a broad 
range of materials science and engineering 

problems

Initiate partnerships with world leading 
neutron beam centres for immediate access 

to neutron spectroscopy and other 
specialized applications



Neutron Beam Science 

and McMaster University


1- CFI International Access Fund Award   2002   $14M
    “Canadian Participation at the SNS” - 2008-2018 enhanced access

2- Completion of the CFI IF “SANS for Nanostructured Materials”  $7M
⁃ beam port insert set to be installed in new year shutdown
⁃ 2D Detector set for delivery in April 2021
⁃ Should complete construction in summer 2021

3- CNL and NRC surplus neutron diffraction equipment are now funded be       
moved to MNR (from an NSERC RTI grant ~ $150K, PI Gaulin).  Delays due to 
COVID, but OK for spring 2021.

4- 2 NSERC RTI’s supporting sample environment for SANS were funded in the 
last two years (for soft matter research PI Drew Marquardt, U Windsor, ~ $150K, 
and for quantum materials, PI Gaulin, ~ $150K).  Should complete spring 2021.

5- CFI - IF  “Building a Future for Canadian Neutron Scattering”
$47M total project -  $14M from CFI; $13M from provincial matches



New $7M McSANS instrument at MNR Beam Port 4

Completion set for June 2021
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CFI IF “Building a Future 

for Canadian Neutron Scattering”

Future Plans: 
Expanded Instrument Suite

• Proposal for ~$20M (CAD) of new infrastructure at MNR

• Expand from 2 existing instruments to 5 instrument suite with 
focus on neutron diffraction

~ $20 M in new neutron instrumentation 
for MNR



CFI IF “Building a Future 

for Canadian Neutron Scattering”

McMaster University Assessment Criteria Project number: 39734 

2 Team 
The research programs conducted by the 30-member project team, including 10 primary 
members (indicated by underlines), represent just a portion of the innovative, high-impact 
research that the requested infrastructure will enable. The team is a sample of Canada’s neutron 
beam community, which includes about 100 principal investigators from 30 Canadian 
universities, along with industry and government users.  

2.1 Selection of the project team  
The Canadian Institute for Neutron Scattering (CINS, a voluntary organization that has 
represented neutron beam users since 1986; cins.ca) endorsed Gaulin as team leader due to his 
record of leadership in similar past projects and scientific stature (sections 2.2–2.4), and his 
location at McMaster, the natural lead institution (section 3.3). Three CINS Board or Science 
Council members (Kim, Wiebe, Ryan) and one prominent early career researcher (Hallas) served 
with Gaulin on a CINS committee to select the foreign partnerships. These individuals all 
conduct experiments that require the brightest neutron sources abroad. Gaulin, supported by 
former CNBC staff—whose combined networks comprise the entire community—identified 
about 35 additional excellent and active community members, then reduced the prospective team 
to 30 and selected the 10 primary team members. These selections aimed to reflect diversity: As 
women are underrepresented in the user community, “second looks” were given before 
eliminating any female candidates, and it was desired to have at least two women (Hallas, 
Frisken) within the “zone of excellence” among the 10 primary team members, as well as a few 
early career researchers whose programs are heavily based on neutrons (Tutolo, Marquardt, 
Hallas). The final team of 30 contains 29 experimentalists and 1 theorist (LeBlanc). It is diverse 
regarding gender, career stage, visible minorities, subject matter expertise (Table 1), neutron 
techniques (Table 3 in section 4), institutions (19 universities and 2 companies: Canadian 
Nuclear Laboratories [CNL], Nemak Canada), sectors, and geographic regions.  

Table 1: Team members’ research themes. Asterisks (*) denote the 10 primary team members. 
Quantum 

Materials (Q) 
Energy Materials  

(E) 
Structural 

Materials (S) 
Biomaterials  

(B) 
Instrument 

Development 
Gaulin*, McMaster Frisken*, SFU  Daymond*, 

Queen’s U. 
Marquardt*, U. Windsor Daymond* 

Hallas*, UBC Huot*, UQTR Chapman*, 
U. Saskatchewan 

Cranston, UBC Gaulin* 

Kim*, U. Toronto Tutolo*, U. Calgary MacKay, Nemak  Hoare, McMaster Kim* 
Wiebe*, U. Winnipeg Goward, McMaster  Noel, Western Dutcher, U. Guelph Noel 
Aronson, UBC  Nazar, U. Waterloo Rogge, CNL Harroun, Brock Rheinstadter 
Bianchi, U de M Ryan, McGill Sediako, UBC Leonenko, U. Waterloo Rogge 
LeBlanc, MUN Mozharivskyj, McMaster  Rheinstadter, McMaster Yamani 
Monchesky, Dalhousie   Unsworth, U. Alberta  
Yamani, CNL     
 
2.2 Excellence of the team 
Our team has an exceptional research and training track record, as demonstrated by their output 
of high-impact publications and scientific honours listed below, their attraction of industry 
partners and sponsorship (section 2.3), and training HQP (section 6.1). Because our team 
members’ careers are built around the proposed programs (and closely related ones), this track 
record indicates the team’s ability to continue excellent research in these areas. 

19 Canadian 
universities from 

coast to coast 
participated

Success!



NEXT STEPS: CFI IF “Building a Future 

for Canadian Neutron Scattering”

Evolve towards National Facility Status
National governance structure 

~ finalization + 5 years

Secure long term operating funds for national 
program ~ $2M/year +

Renew foreign partnerships beyond 1st term

McMaster University Assessment Criteria Project number: 39734 

Steady state phase: The proposed governance structure of Neutrons Canada (Figure 3), is based 
on emerging best practices of MRFs. Neutrons Canada will be a separately constituted, possibly 
incorporated organization. It will have a Board of Directors elected by the Member Universities 
on the basis of governance competencies and content knowledge. The Board is expected to 
include some university representatives with executive or managerial experience, as well as 
leaders with relevant expertise from other sectors (e.g. industry, government). The Chair, elected 
by the Board of Directors, is expected to be independent of McMaster University, one of the host 
institutions and a supplier of neutrons. The Board will oversee the acquisitions, operations, and 
allocation of all resources. It will review and approve the strategic plan and annual budgets. It 
will monitor objective achievements, manage risks, and create policies compliant with 
legislation. The Board will have the authority to appoint, direct, dismiss, and set the terms of 
reference for the Director. The Director will be Neutrons Canada’s top leader-manager who is 
responsible for developing and implementing the vision. As Neutrons Canada is expected to 
operate the McMaster-owned neutron beam infrastructure at the MNR, a contract with McMaster 
will establish the details of Neutrons Canada’s relationship with the MNR (the MNR will remain 
the purview of the university). Neutrons Canada may enter further partnership agreements with 
the foreign partner facilities under terms that it negotiates with each source.  

 
Figure 3. Illustration of Neutrons Canada governance structure 

CINS will represent the community of neutron beam users by advising on strategic planning and 
operations (e.g. coordinating with Neutrons Canada on funding proposals and advising on use of 
awarded funds), and by contributing expertise for peer-reviews of beam time applications—roles 
that CINS performed as a partner with the former CNBC. As required, CINS can provide expert 
advice to the Board and, if appropriate, directly to funding bodies. An International Advisory 
Committee (IAC), formed from international peers, will be struck by the Board. The IAC will 
serve to complement and extend the expertise of the Board by offering advice, guidance, and 
networking opportunities. The Board will also explore the value of an Industrial Advisory 
Committee representing industry users and collaborators to ensure the infrastructure remains 
relevant to industry needs.  

5.2 Management plan 
As the governance evolves, so will its management. Neutrons Canada will replace the Project 
Committee for ongoing management of the infrastructure. Since the vision for Neutrons Canada 
is broader than the present proposal, and since the infrastructure located at our foreign partners 


